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Lepton Flavor Violation

• Discovery of neutrino oscillations indicate that neutrinos have mass!

• Neutrino oscillations imply Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV).

• LFV in the neutrinos also implies Charged Lepton Flavor Violation (CLFV):

6.3 Electron-to-Tau conversion

Abhay Deshpande, Cyrus Faroughy, Matthew Gonderinger, Krishna Kumar, Swad-
hin Taneja

6.3.1 Introduction and Motivation

Every conservation law in the Standard Model (SM) is anticipated to have a symme-
try associated with it. We have no knowledge of a symmetry that asserts Lepton Flavor
Conservation in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics and yet its (direct) violation
has never been seen. Although discovery of neutrino oscillations [1214, 1215] indicates that
charged Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) processes such as µ → eγ should be allowed (within
the SM), its rate is expected to be very small (BR(µ → eγ) < 10−54) due to the very small
values of the neutrino masses. This level of sensitivity is beyond the reach of any present
or planned experiment. However, many models of physics Beyond the SM (BSM) predict
rates of charged lepton flavor violation significantly higher than those within the SM, some
of them even within the reach of present or planned experiments. LFV hence becomes a
very attractive process for experimental discovery of physics beyond the Standard Model.

Many searches for specific reactions which violate lepton flavor have been performed.
The most sensitive include searches for µ+N → e+N using low energy muons (from the
SINDRUM II collaboration [1216]), the muon decay µ → eγ (MEGA collaboration [1217,
1218]), and decays of kaons ([1219]). The limits from these processes, though extremely
precise, are all sensitive to e ↔ µ transitions (abbreviated LFV(1,2)) and not to e ↔ τ
transitions (LFV(1,3)). Also, each of these processes involve specific quark flavors: in
some, only the 1st generation quarks participate; in others the same quark flavor must
couple to the initial and final leptons, or strange quarks must participate. These stringent
bounds are related to the opportunities for such searches afforded by specific experimental
apparatuses. None of these searches involved the τ lepton either in the initial or in the final
state. Since a general model with lepton flavor violation may involve a τ lepton and also
initial and final state quarks of different flavors (not necessarily including strange quarks),
the above measurements would be blind to such LFV mechanisms. Existing best limits on
e ↔ τ conversion come from the BaBar Collaboration (τ → eγ) [1220] and the BELLE
Collaboration (τ → 3e) [1221]. These are notably worse than the limits on e ↔ µ by several
orders of magnitude. LFV searches at proposed future experiments would further improve
limits on e ↔ µ transitions.

The search for LFV involving τ leptons has been performed by the high energy lepton
- hadron collider experiments H1 and ZEUS. The LFV process could proceed via exchange
of a leptoquark (LQ), a color triplet boson – scalar or vector – with both lepton and
baryon quantum numbers which appears naturally in many extensions of the SM such as
GUTs, supersymmetry, compositeness, and technicolor (for a concise review of LFV in
several such models, see [1222]). The most recent limits on the search for ep → µX and
ep → τX were set by the H1 collaboration using HERA collisions at 320 GeV center-of-mass
energy and an integrated luminosity of 0.5 fb−1. They did not find any evidence for lepton
flavor violation [1223, 1224], and in turn they put limits on the mass and couplings of the
leptoquarks in the Buchmüller-Rückl-Wyler (BRW) effective model [1225].

A high energy, high luminosity electron-proton/ion collider (EIC) is being considered
by the US nuclear science community with a variable center-of-mass energy of 50 → 160
GeV and with 100 − 1000 times the accumulated luminosity of HERA over a comparable
operation time, see sections 7.1 and 7.2. In a recent study [1226] it has been argued that a
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However, SM rate for CLFV is tiny 
due to small neutrino masses

• No hope of detecting such small 
rates for CLFV at any present or 
future planned experiments!



Lepton Flavor Violation in BSM
• However, many BSM scenarios predict enhanced CLFV rates:

• Leptoquarks can generate CLFV at tree level! Likely to produce enhanced CLFV rates compared to 
loop level processes in other models.
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• SUSY (RPV)

• SU(5), SO(10) GUTS

• Left-Right symmetric models

• Randall-Sundrum Models

• LeptoQuarks

• ...
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Figure 6.6: Some of the diagrams that contribute to the process µ− → e−γ in models with lepton
flavor-violating soft supersymmetry breaking parameters (indicated by ×). Diagrams (a), (b), and (c)
contribute to constraints on the off-diagonal elements of m2

e , m
2
L, and ae, respectively.

6.4 Hints of an Organizing Principle

Fortunately, there is already good experimental evidence that some powerful organizing principle must
govern the soft supersymmetry breaking Lagrangian. This is because most of the new parameters in
eq. (6.3.1) imply flavor mixing or CP violating processes of the types that are severely restricted by
experiment [78]-[103].

For example, suppose that m2
e is not diagonal in the basis (ẽR, µ̃R, τ̃R) of sleptons whose superpart-

ners are the right-handed parts of the Standard Model mass eigenstates e, µ, τ . In that case, slepton
mixing occurs, so the individual lepton numbers will not be conserved, even for processes that only
involve the sleptons as virtual particles. A particularly strong limit on this possibility comes from the
experimental bound on the process µ → eγ, which could arise from the one-loop diagram shown in
Figure 6.6a. The symbol “×” on the slepton line represents an insertion coming from −(m2

e)21µ̃
∗
RẽR

in LMSSM
soft , and the slepton-bino vertices are determined by the weak hypercharge gauge coupling [see

Figures 3.3g,h and eq. (3.4.9)]. The result of calculating this diagram gives [80, 83], approximately,
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1.4 for mB̃ = m!̃R
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0.13 for mB̃ = 2m!̃R
,

(6.4.1)

where it is assumed for simplicity that both ẽR and µ̃R are nearly mass eigenstates with almost degener-
ate squared masses m2

!̃R
, that m2

µ̃∗
R ẽR

≡ (m2
e)21 = [(m2

e)12]
∗ can be treated as a perturbation, and that

the bino B̃ is nearly a mass eigenstate. This result is to be compared to the present experimental upper
limit Br(µ → eγ)exp < 1.2 × 10−11 from [104]. So, if the right-handed slepton squared-mass matrix
m2

e were “random”, with all entries of comparable size, then the prediction for Br(µ → eγ) would be
too large even if the sleptons and bino masses were at 1 TeV. For lighter superpartners, the constraint
on µ̃R, ẽR squared-mass mixing becomes correspondingly more severe. There are also contributions to
µ → eγ that depend on the off-diagonal elements of the left-handed slepton squared-mass matrix m2

L,
coming from the diagram shown in fig. 6.6b involving the charged wino and the sneutrinos, as well as
diagrams just like fig. 6.6a but with left-handed sleptons and either B̃ or W̃ 0 exchanged. Therefore,
the slepton squared-mass matrices must not have significant mixings for ẽL, µ̃L either.

Furthermore, after the Higgs scalars get VEVs, the ae matrix could imply squared-mass terms that
mix left-handed and right-handed sleptons with different lepton flavors. For example, LMSSM

soft contains
ẽaeL̃Hd + c.c. which implies terms −〈H0

d〉(ae)12ẽ∗Rµ̃L − 〈H0
d〉(ae)21µ̃∗

RẽL + c.c. These also contribute
to µ → eγ, as illustrated in fig. 6.6c. So the magnitudes of (ae)12 and (ae)21 are also constrained
by experiment to be small, but in a way that is more strongly dependent on other model parameters
[83]. Similarly, (ae)13, (ae)31 and (ae)23, (ae)32 are constrained, although more weakly [84], by the
experimental limits on Br(τ → eγ) and Br(τ → µγ).
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� 𝛼, 𝛽  are (anti)quark generation indices  
� 𝐹 = 2  interchanges quarks, antiquarks 

M. Gonderinger, INT 2010.10.25 12 

LEPTOQUARK 𝑒 → 𝜏  

𝝀𝟏𝜶 𝝀𝟑𝜷 

𝝀𝟏𝜶 

𝝀𝟑𝜷 

� Four-fermion operator arises in RPV SUSY and leptoquark 
models 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Use leptoquarks for an initial analysis of 𝑒 → 𝜏  
� Tree level contribution to 𝑒 → 𝜏  
� Direct comparison with limits from HERA 
� Simpler parameter space than RPV SUSY 

 
M. Gonderinger, INT 2010.10.25 8 

WHY LEPTOQUARKS? 



Snowmass 2021 White Paper

• Snowmass 2021 White paper provided a broad overview of the CLFV program.

     

[2203.14919 Banergee et. al.]

• CLFV will be probed in a wide variety of experiments across the energy spectrum:

1 Executive summary

The discovery of charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV) will be an unambiguous manifes-
tation of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), with the potential to shed light on
unsolved problems in the SM, first and foremost the origin of neutrino masses. CLFV is
thus an area of intense experimental and theoretical activity.

Focusing on the ⌧ sector, the experimental landscape will undergo tremendous progress
in the next ten years, with Belle II working towards its 50 ab�1 goal, with the LHC
collecting 300 fb�1 of data in Run 3 and starting its high luminosity runs, and with the
EIC coming online. On a longer time scale, the Super ⌧ -Charm Facility (STCF), the
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) and the Future Circular Collider (FCC) will also play a major
role. A very approximate timeline for data-taking at di↵erent experiments searches for
CLFV in the ⌧ sector is shown in Figure 1.

All these experiments will be sensitive to CLFV predicted in many BSM models, from
supersymmetric scenarios to leptoquarks, and o↵er complementary probes of CLFV at
di↵erent energy scales, crucial to identify the underlying sources of LFV and the underlying
mediation mechanism.

Figure 1: Tentative timeline for data-taking at di↵erent experiments probing CLFV in the
⌧ sector.

2 Introduction

Charged lepton flavor violating (CLFV) processes have long been recognized as very
powerful tools to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) for a number
of reasons: (i) the observation of CLFV at experiments in the foreseeable future would
immediately point to new physics beyond the minimal extension of the SM that only
includes neutrino mass (so-called ⌫SM). This is because in the ⌫SM, CLFV amplitudes
are proportional to (m⌫/mW )2 [1–4], where m⌫ and mW are the masses of neutrinos and
W boson, respectively, leading to rates forty orders of magnitude below current sensitivity;
(ii) current and future CLFV experiments probe new mediator particles with masses that
can be well above the scales directly accessible at high-energy colliders (see for example
supersymmetric scenarios [5–8]), in certain cases reaching the PeV scale [9]; (iii) CLFV

1



Snowmass 2021 White Paper      

[2203.14919 Banergee et. al.]

• CLFV will be searched for in a wide variety of processes to probe to the possible 
underlying sources and CLFV mediation mechanisms.
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Charged Lepton Flavor Violation Limits
• Present and future limits:

� Present & future limits for LFV processes:  

M. Gonderinger, INT 2010.10.25 4 

OVERVIEW OF LFV SEARCHES 

Process Experiment Limit (𝟗𝟎%  𝑪. 𝑳. ) Year 

𝜇 → 𝑒𝛾 MEGA 𝐵𝑟 < 1.2 × 10  2002 

𝜇 + 𝐴𝑢 → 𝑒 + 𝐴𝑢 SINDRUM II Γ /Γ < 7.0 × 10  2006 

𝜇 → 3𝑒 SINDRUM 𝐵𝑟 < 1.0 × 10  1988 

𝜏 → 𝑒𝛾 BaBar 𝐵𝑟 < 3.3 × 10  2010 

𝜏 → 𝜇𝛾 BaBar 𝐵𝑟 < 6.8 × 10  2005 

𝜏 → 3𝑒 BELLE 𝐵𝑟 < 3.6 × 10  2008 

𝜇 + 𝑁 → 𝑒 + 𝑁 Mu2e Γ /Γ < 6.0 × 10  2017? 

𝜇 → 𝑒𝛾 MEG 𝐵𝑟 ≲ 10  2011? 
𝜏 → 𝑒𝛾 Super-B 𝐵𝑟 ≲ 10  > 2020? 

• Note that CLFV(1,2) is severely constrained. Limits on CLFV(1,3) are 
weaker by several orders of magnitude.

• Limits on CLFV(1,2) are expected to improve even further in future 
experiments.



Snowmass 2021 White Paper      

[2203.14919 Banergee et. al.]

• Snowmass report focused on CLFV involving the tau lepton:

Figure 3: Summary of upper limits on LFV processes in ⌧ decays.
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Snowmass 2021 White Paper      

[2203.14919 Banergee et. al.]

• SMEFT analysis to constrain CLFV operators:
7 Multi-probe analysis of ⌧ CLFV

7.1 ⌧ ! e transitions

Figure 4: Upper limits on [CLd]⌧e and �e

�
operators from the EIC (green, left), LHC

(blue, middle) and low-energy ⌧ and B meson decays (pink, right). The rightmost vertical
axis depicts the lower limit on the scale of new physics ⇤. The light pink and blue bars
denote existing limits from ⌧ and B decays from the B-factories and other low energy
experiments, and from LFV Drell Yan at the LHC, respectively. The darker blue and pink
bars overlaid on the lighter ones are the expected sensitivity at the HL-LHC and Belle II.
Indirect bounds originating from charged-current decays and meson decays to neutrinos
are indicated by an asterisk in orange.

We present here constraints on CLFV e-⌧ operators from low- and high-energy experi-
ments based on the SMEFT analysis in [29], which we updated to include the projected
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bounds from Belle II in Table 1, the projected luminosity of the HL-LHC, and a more
realistic estimate of the EIC sensitivity, along the lines discussed in Section 5.3.

As an example, in Figure 4 we show the limits on a down-type four-fermion operator,
CLd, which couples left-handed leptons to right-handed quarks, and on the photon dipole
operator �e

�
. These operators are defined as

Le↵ � [CLd]ijOLd = [CLd]ij
4GF
p
2
¯̀
⌧�

µ`ed̄i�µdj, Le↵ � �e

�
Oe

�
= �e

�

e

2v
⌧̄L�

µ⌫eRFµ⌫ , (2)

where [CLd]ij is an arbitrary matrix in quark-flavor space, and the factors of GF and v
are inserted to make the Wilson coe�cients dimensionless. To obtain the bounds in Fig.
4, we assume that a single operator at a time is turned on at the high scale ⇤ ⇠ 1 TeV,
we consider its renormalization group evolution (RGE) to the scales probed at the LHC
and EIC and then further evolve it down to a low-energy scale µ ⇠ 2 GeV. In this way,
operators with heavy quarks such as [CLd]bb generate contributions to light-quark operators
that can be probed in ⌧ decays, e.g. via ⌧ ! e⇡⇡.

The leftmost and rightmost vertical axes in Fig. 4 depict the upper bounds on the
LFV operator and lower bounds on the scale ⇤ obtained by taking 4GFC/

p
2 = 1/⇤2.

While the green (left) bars correspond to the EIC-expected sensitivity, the blue (middle)
and pink (right) bars represent the limits from the LHC and low-energy LFV ⌧ and B
meson decays. We next discuss in details how the limits were obtained.

The light pink bars denote existing low-energy bounds, and are labeled by the decay
mode that gives the strongest limit. The relevant ⌧ decay channels are listed in Table
1, and are dominated by Belle and BaBar. Operators that are both LFV and quark-
flavor-changing, such as [CLd]bd and [CLd]bs, are constrained by B ! ⌧e, B ! ⇡⌧e and
B ! K⌧e [114]. These channels are currently dominated by BaBar [111, 115], but will be
further studied at Belle II and LHCb. Heavy quark operators ( [CLd]bb) can also be probed
via ⌥(nS) ! e⌧ . The limits that can be inferred from Refs. [112, 116] are however weaker
than ⌧ decays. Bounds on selected lepton flavor violating decays of heavy particles decaying
into ⌧ are shown in Table 2. Finally, the asterisk mark in orange represents bounds from
charged current processes (e.g. ⇡ ! e⌫⌧ ), or meson decays to two neutrinos (K ! ⇡⌫̄e⌫⌧
and B ! K⌫̄e⌫⌧ ). For certain SMEFT operators, these processes are correlated to ⌧ -e
transitions by gauge invariance. Since the flavor of the neutrino is not resolved and these
processes have SM background, we dub the resulting bounds as “indirect”. In the case of
the CLd operator, [CLd]ds and [CLd]sd would induce large corrections to K ! ⇡⌫̄⌫ and are
constrained to be less that 10�5 by the NA62 and KOTO experiments [117,118]. This limit
is stronger than the direct limit from ⌧ ! eK⇡. [CLd]bd, db and [CLd]bs, sb are constrained to
be O(10�3) by B ! ⇡⌫⌫ and B ! K⌫⌫, with the strongest limit coming from Belle [119]
and BaBar [120].

The dark pink bars are obtained using the projected sensitivity of Belle II, shown
in Table 1. With 50 ab�1, Belle II will probe the BRs of ⌧ ! e decays at the O(10�9)-
O(10�10) level, improving the current limits on SMEFT coe�cients by a factor of 5 to 10.
While we have referred here to the projected sensitivity of Belle II, STCF and FCC-ee
could also give competitive limits as discussed in previous sections.
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be O(10�3) by B ! ⇡⌫⌫ and B ! K⌫⌫, with the strongest limit coming from Belle [119]
and BaBar [120].

The dark pink bars are obtained using the projected sensitivity of Belle II, shown
in Table 1. With 50 ab�1, Belle II will probe the BRs of ⌧ ! e decays at the O(10�9)-
O(10�10) level, improving the current limits on SMEFT coe�cients by a factor of 5 to 10.
While we have referred here to the projected sensitivity of Belle II, STCF and FCC-ee
could also give competitive limits as discussed in previous sections.
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CLFV(1,3) in at EIC

• The EIC can search for CLFV(1,3) in the DIS process:

1

• SUSY (RPV)

• SU(5), SO(10) GUTS

• Left-Right symmetric models

• Randall-Sundrum Models

• LeptoQuarks

• ...

ep ! ⌧X (1)

(rare CLFV decays)

(µ ! e conversion in nuclei) (2)

µ ! e� (3)

⌧ ! e� (4)

⌧ ! µ� (5)

µ ! 3e (6)

⌧ ! 3e (7)

µ+N �! e+N (8)

r⇥ v = �2x ẑ (9)

    

[M.Gonderinger, M.Ramsey-Musolf]

• Final EIC sensitivity depends on the ability to identify this signal over 
enormous standard model backgrounds.

    [Cirigliano, Fuyuto,Lee,Mereghetti,Yan]

    

[ECCE Collaboration]
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• Such a process could be mediated, for example, by leptoquarks: 
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• CLFV can also be studied in the SMEFT framework
    

[Cirigliano, Fuyuto,Lee,Mereghetti,Yan]



Leptoquarkseq. (2.1).
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(2.1)

In eq. (2.1), qL and !L are the SU(2) doublet quarks and leptons, uR, dR, eR are the SU(2)
singlet quarks and charged lepton, ε is the SU(2) antisymmetric tensor (ε12 = −ε21 = +1),
$τ = (τ1, τ2, τ3) are the Pauli matrices, and the charge conjugated fermion is defined as ψc ≡
Cψ

T
= iγ2γ0ψ

T
in the Dirac basis for the γ matrices. Color, SU(2), and flavor (generation)

indices have been suppressed. The leptoquarks are characterized by their fermion number,
their spin, the chirality of their coupling to leptons, and their gauge group quantum numbers.
The leptoquarks carry fermion number F = 3B+L equal to 0 or ±2. We follow the notation
used in the recent literature where spin-0 leptoquarks are S and spin-1 are V , the subscript
indicates the SU(2) quantum number (0 for a singlet, 1/2 for a doublet, 1 for a triplet),
the superscript L,R indicates the chirality of the lepton coupling to the leptoquark, and a
tilde (̃ ) is used to distinguish between leptoquarks which have different hypercharges but
are otherwise identical. The dimensionless coupling constants g and h (which we assume to
be real) carry the same lepton chirality and SU(2) labels as their associated leptoquarks.
Lepton flavor violation can arise if the couplings — which are matrices in flavor space —
have non-zero off-diagonal elements.

We will also require the interactions between the BRW leptoquarks and the photon. The
photon interactions arise from the Lagrangian kinetic terms with SU(2)L×U(1)Y covariant
derivatives acting on the leptoquark fields [23]:

L(scalar)
kinetic = (DµS)

† (DµS) , (2.2)

L(vector)
kinetic = −

1

2
(DµVν −DνVµ)

† (DµV ν −DνV µ) . (2.3)

The covariant derivative is given by

Dµ = ∂µ + ig $T · $Wµ + ig′
Y

2
Bµ , (2.4)

where the T a are the generator matrices for the SU(2) representation occupied by the
leptoquarks (singlet, doublet2, or triplet). The photon interaction for a scalar leptoquark is
given by

L(scalar)
LQ,γ = ieQLQ

[(

∂µS
†
)

S − S† (∂µS)
]

Aµ , (2.5)

where QLQ is the electric charge of the leptoquark.
For the vector leptoquarks, interactions with the photon depend on the nature of these

massive vector particles, i.e., whether or not the leptoquarks are gauge bosons of some

2 Note that the doublets must be in the 2 representation given the form of the Lagrangian in eq. (2.1).

E.g., explicitly writing the SU(2) indices, uR!LiS
L
1/2i

shows that the i = 2 component of the leptoquark

multiplet couples to the electron and must have the opposite T 3 eigenvalue to be SU(2) invariant.
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• Renormalizable and gauge invariant couplings of LQs to quarks and leptons:

• Classification of the 14 types of LQs:

    

[Buchmuller, Ruckl,Wyler (BRW)]

8Julia Furletova

Leptoquarks at EIC

David South ICHEP 2012

● High luminosity (~100-1000 higher then HERA)
              HERA: L~1030-31cm-2s-1 (0.5 fb-1)
              EIC: L~1034cm-2s-1 (>50 fb-1)
● Electron and positron beam will probe different types of 

Leptoquarks
  -electron-proton collisions, mainly F=2 LQs prodused
  -positron-proton collisions, mainly F=0 LQs prodused

●  eD (deuterium) vs ep collisions
● LQs are chiral particles, gain in sensitivity due to polarised beams
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8Julia Furletova

Leptoquarks at EIC

David South ICHEP 2012

● High luminosity (~100-1000 higher then HERA)
              HERA: L~1030-31cm-2s-1 (0.5 fb-1)
              EIC: L~1034cm-2s-1 (>50 fb-1)
● Electron and positron beam will probe different types of 

Leptoquarks
  -electron-proton collisions, mainly F=2 LQs prodused
  -positron-proton collisions, mainly F=0 LQs prodused

●  eD (deuterium) vs ep collisions
● LQs are chiral particles, gain in sensitivity due to polarised beams

• In order to maximally exploit the phenomenology of LQs and be able to distinguish between different 
types of LQ states, we need:

-electron and positron beams       [separate |F|=0 vs |F|=2 ]
-proton and deuteron targets       [separate “eu” vs “ed” LQs ]
-polarized beams                         [separate L vs R]
-wide kinematic range                  [separate scalar vs vector LQs]

    

[Buchmuller, Ruckl,Wyler (BRW)]



CLFV mediated by Leptoquarks

beyond-the-SM symmetry group. In addition to the interaction arising from eq. (2.3), there
can exist an anomalous magnetic moment coupling of the leptoquark to the photon, so the
full interaction Lagrangian is

L(vector)
LQ,γ = −ieQLQ

([

V†
µνV

ν − VµνV
ν†
]

Aµ − (1− κ) V †
µVνF

µν
)

(2.6)

where the leptoquark field strength tensor Vµν is given by

Vµν ≡ ∂µV ν − ∂νV µ (2.7)

and F µν is the usual photon field strength tensor. If the leptoquarks are gauge bosons (as
in the case of some SU(5) GUTs, e.g.), then κ = 0 and the resulting photon interaction is a
three-gauge-boson vertex, the result of spontaneous symmetry breaking of the higher gauge
group containing both the leptoquarks and the photons to U(1)EM . (Also, if the leptoquarks
are gauge bosons, eq. (2.3) is replaced by the appropriate kinetic term for the gauge bosons
of the larger symmetry group.) This question of the gauge nature of the vector leptoquarks
will have further implications for our analysis, particularly in the calculation of the τ → eγ
limits (see section IV). Finally, the electric charges of the scalar and vector leptoquarks
which appear in the photon interaction terms are easily determined from eq. (2.1) (also, see
Table 1 in [23]).

III. CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR e → τ

Electron to tau conversion in an e−p deep inelastic scattering process is the LFV(1,3) sig-
nal at the EIC which we consider in our analysis. In the BRW leptoquark parameterization,
such a process occurs via tree level partonic interactions. In e−p collisions, F = 0 type lepto-
quarks couple to antiquarks in the s-channel and quarks in the u-channel, while |F | = 2 type
leptoquarks couple to quarks in the s-channel and antiquarks in the u-channel (see fig. 1).
If the leptoquark mass is much larger than the center of mass energy, MLQ $

√
s, the

momentum dependence of the leptoquark propagator can be neglected, effectively shrinking
the partonic interaction to a four-fermion vertex. The cross section then depends only on
the ratio of the leptoquark couplings divided by the leptoquark mass. The total inclusive
cross section for e− + p → τ− + X with a single intermediate leptoquark is given (in the
limit of massless quarks and leptons) by [24]

σF=0 =
∑
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s

32π

[

λ1αλ3β
M2

LQ

]2
{
∫

dxdy xqα (x, xs) f (y) +
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}
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.

(3.1)

The functions f and g are defined in eq. (3.2).

f (y) =







1/2 (scalar)

2 (1− y)2 (vector)
, g (y) =







(1− y)2 /2 (scalar)

2 (vector)
(3.2)
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• HERA set limits on the ratios 
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- all LQs
- all combinations of quark generations 

(no top quarks)
- degenerate masses assumed for LQ 

multiplets

[S. Chekanov et.al (ZEUS), A.Atkas et.al (H1)]

• Cross-section for                        takes the form:

1

• SUSY (RPV)

• SU(5), SO(10) GUTS

• Left-Right symmetric models

• Randall-Sundrum Models

• LeptoQuarks

• ...

ep ! ⌧X (1)

(rare CLFV decays)

(µ ! e conversion in nuclei) (2)

µ ! e� (3)

⌧ ! e� (4)

⌧ ! µ� (5)

µ ! 3e (6)

⌧ ! 3e (7)

µ+N �! e+N (8)

r⇥ v = �2x ẑ (9)



4

�e+p
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=
X

↵,�

s

32⇡

"
�1↵�2�

M2

LQ

#2 Z
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Z
dy (7)

n
xq↵(x, xs)f(y) + xq̄�(x, �u)g(y)

o
,

�e+p
|F |=2

=
X

↵,�

s
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"
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M2

LQ

#2 Z
dx

Z
dy (8)

n
xq̄↵(x, xs)f(y) + q�(x, �u)g(y)

o
,

respectively. Here the kinematic variables u = x(y � 1)s
and f(y) = 1/2, g(y) = (1 � y)2/2 for a scalar LQ and
f(y) = 2(1 � y)2, g(y) = 2 for a vector LQ. The �ij cou-
plings are the lepton-quark-LQ couplings where first and
second indices denote the lepton and quark generations
respectively, and can be related to the h and g couplings
that appear at the Lagriangian level in Eqs. (3) and (4),
up to overall signs and factors of

p
2 which can be shown

in the last columns of Tables II and I, and the subscripts
L or R denote left-handed or right-handed coupling of
the LQ to lepton. Note, that the first and second terms
in the cross section formulae arise from an s-channel and
u-channel LQ-exchange, respectively.

A global analysis using data obtained from the use of
unpolarized and polarized electron and positron beams,
as well as unpolarized and polarized nuclear targets, can
allow for contraints on specific LQ states or combina-
tions of states. Such an analysis can also be perfomed in
the SMEFT framework [26–28]. In particular, the lepton
beam polarization can be used to distinguish between
contributions from left-handed and right-handed LQs.
Comparing limits [29] obtained using a positron beam
with those obtained from an electron beam can also help
untangle contributions from F=0 and |F|=2 LQs due to
the di↵erent combinations of quark and anti-quark par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs) that appear in the s-
and u-channels, as seen in Eqs.(5-8). Finally, the use of
proton vs deutron nuclear targets can distangle contri-
butions of the di↵erent electric charge states of the LQs
corresponding to coupling to up or down type quarks.
Thus, the positron beam studies can be complementary
to CLFV studies planned with an electron beam at the
SOLID [19] experiment at JLAB and at the proposed
Electron-Ion collider (EIC) [25, 30].

IV. CLFV LIMITS

The HERA [7, 10] collaborations quantified the results
of the CLFV searches by setting limits on the coupling
to mass ratios

�↵� ⌘ �1↵�2�

M2

LQ

, (9)

that appear in the cross sections in Eqs. (5-8). For
example, for the F=0 LQ state SL

1/2, limits of �11 < 0.6

TeV�2 and �12 < 0.7 TeV�2 were found [10]. A com-
plete listing of HERA limits on various LQ states can
be found in Refs. [7, 10]. For the purposes of comparing
the reach at CEBAF to HERA limits, it becomes useful
to define the quantity [25]

z ⌘ �↵�

� HERA

↵�

, (10)

which gives the ratio of �↵� to its upper limit, �HERA

↵� , as
set by HERA [7, 10]. Thus, the cross sections in Eqs. (5-
8) can be written as a function of the variable z. The
cross section at z = 1 corresponds to using evaluating
it at the HERA limit �↵� = �HERA

↵� . Similarly, z <
1 corresponds to evaluating the cross section below the
HERA limit �↵� < �HERA

↵� .
A positron beam at CEBAF can improve on the HERA

limits. The HERA collider operated with a center of
mass energy

p
s = 300 GeV, much bigger than

p
s ⇠ 4.5

GeV for the CEBAF facility. Thus, for a fixed value of
�↵� , the LQ cross sections in Eqs. (5-8) at CEBAF are
expected to be smaller by a factor of ⇠ (4.5/300)2 =
2.25 ⇥ 10�4 compared to HERA. However, compared to
HERA, the CEBAF facility will have an instantaneous
luminosity that will be larger by a factor of ⇠ 106 or 107.
Running the CEBAF experiment with instantaneous lu-
minosity L ⇠ 1038 cm�2 s�1 for five years will yield the
integrated luminosity Lint. ⇠ 5⇥ 106 fb�1. Without tak-
ing e�ciencies into account, this will allow for sensitivity
to cross sections as small as � ⇠ 0.2 ⇥ 10�6 fb which will
yield a number of events of order one.

In Fig. 5, we show the cross section at CEBAF for
e+N ! µ+X, via the exchange of the F=0 left-handed
scalar LQ, SL

1/2, as a function of z. The various lines
correspond to the cross section arising for a specific choice
of (↵, �) in Eq. (7), with all other terms set to zero. The
set of four choices (↵, �) = {11, 12, 21, 22} correspond to
the red, black, magenta, and blue colors, respectively. We
see that sensitivity to a cross section � ⇠ 0.2 ⇥ 10�6 fb,
will translate into a limit in the range z ⇠ [0.005 � 0.05],
depending on the specific choice of (↵, �) corresponding
to an improvement by two or orders of magnitude over
the HERA limits, corresponding to z = 1.

The expected improvement on the HERA limits can
also be complementary to the more stringent limits com-
ing from other low energy experiments. For example,
searches [9] of µ � e conversion on gold nuclei yield the

constraint, CR(µ � e, Au) = �(µ�Au!e�Au)
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respectively. Here the kinematic variables u = x(y � 1)s
and f(y) = 1/2, g(y) = (1 � y)2/2 for a scalar LQ and
f(y) = 2(1 � y)2, g(y) = 2 for a vector LQ. The �ij cou-
plings are the lepton-quark-LQ couplings where first and
second indices denote the lepton and quark generations
respectively, and can be related to the h and g couplings
that appear at the Lagriangian level in Eqs. (3) and (4),
up to overall signs and factors of

p
2 which can be shown

in the last columns of Tables II and I, and the subscripts
L or R denote left-handed or right-handed coupling of
the LQ to lepton. Note, that the first and second terms
in the cross section formulae arise from an s-channel and
u-channel LQ-exchange, respectively.

A global analysis using data obtained from the use of
unpolarized and polarized electron and positron beams,
as well as unpolarized and polarized nuclear targets, can
allow for contraints on specific LQ states or combina-
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proton vs deutron nuclear targets can distangle contri-
butions of the di↵erent electric charge states of the LQs
corresponding to coupling to up or down type quarks.
Thus, the positron beam studies can be complementary
to CLFV studies planned with an electron beam at the
SOLID [19] experiment at JLAB and at the proposed
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the HERA limits, corresponding to z = 1.

The expected improvement on the HERA limits can
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ing from other low energy experiments. For example,
searches [9] of µ � e conversion on gold nuclei yield the
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• It becomes useful to define the ratio of the contact interaction factor to its HERA limit.  The cross section can 
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• Any obtained limit of , would signal an improvement over the HERA limit. z < 1
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Fig. 4. The e+N �! µ+X CLFV process mediated by the
tree-level exchange of LQ states in the s and u channels.
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Table 1. The |F| = 2 leptoquarks in the Buchmüller-Rückl-
Wyler classification. For |F| = 2 leptoquarks, the s-channel
process dominates with an electron beam due to quark vs. anti-
quark initial state PDFs.
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Table 2. The F = 0 leptoquarks in the Buchmüller-Rückl-
Wyler classification. For F=0 leptoquarks, the s-channel pro-
cess dominates with a positron beam due to quark vs. anti-
quark initial state PDFs.

As shown schematically in Fig. 4, the LQs mediate
CLFV transitions at tree-level, allowing for larger cross
sections compared to other scenarios in which CLFV pro-
cesses are typically loop suppressed. For LQ masses MLQ �p

s, the tree-level processes in Fig. 4 are described by con-
tact interactions. In this approximation, the cross-sections [21]
for e�N ! µ�X via F = 0 and |F | = 2 LQs exhange take
the form:
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Similarly, for e+N ! µ+X, the F = 0 and |F | = 2 LQ
exhange cross section takes the form:
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respectively. Here the kinematic variables u = x(y � 1)s
and f(y) = 1/2, g(y) = (1 � y)2/2 for a scalar LQ and
f(y) = 2(1 � y)2, g(y) = 2 for a vector LQ. The �ij cou-
plings are the lepton-quark-LQ couplings where first and
second indices denote the lepton and quark generations
respectively, and can be related to the h and g couplings
that appear at the Lagriangian level in Eqs. (2) and (3),
up to overall signs and factors of

p
2 which can be shown

in the last columns of Tables 2 and 1, and the subscripts
L or R denote left-handed or right-handed coupling of the
LQ to lepton. Note, that the first and second terms in
the cross sectiion formulae arise from an s-channel and
u-channel LQ-exchange, respectively.

A global analysis using data obtained from the use of
unpolarized and polarized electron and positron beams,
as well as unpolarized and polarized nuclear targets, can
allow for contraints on specific LQ states or combinations
of states. Such an analysis can also be perfomed in the
SMEFT framework [13,12,18]. In particular, the lepton
beam polarization can be used to distinguish between con-
tributions from left-handed and right-handed LQs. Com-
paring limits [20] obtained using a positron beam with
those obtained from an electron beam can also help un-
tangle contributions from F=0 and |F|=2 LQs due to the
di↵erent combinations of quark and anti-quark parton dis-
tribution functions (PDFs) that appear in the s- and u-
channels, as seen in Eqs.(4-7). Finally, the use of proton
vs deutron nuclear targets can distangle contributions of
the di↵erent electric charge states of the LQs correspond-
ing to coupling to up or down type quarks. Thus, the
positron beam studies can be complementary to CLFV
studies planned with an electron beam at the SOLID [17]
experiment at JLAB and at the proposed Electron-Ion
collider (EIC) [7,21].
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quark initial state PDFs.
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CLFV transitions at tree-level, allowing for larger cross
sections compared to other scenarios in which CLFV pro-
cesses are typically loop suppressed. For LQ masses MLQ �p
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respectively. Here the kinematic variables u = x(y � 1)s
and f(y) = 1/2, g(y) = (1 � y)2/2 for a scalar LQ and
f(y) = 2(1 � y)2, g(y) = 2 for a vector LQ. The �ij cou-
plings are the lepton-quark-LQ couplings where first and
second indices denote the lepton and quark generations
respectively, and can be related to the h and g couplings
that appear at the Lagriangian level in Eqs. (2) and (3),
up to overall signs and factors of

p
2 which can be shown

in the last columns of Tables 2 and 1, and the subscripts
L or R denote left-handed or right-handed coupling of the
LQ to lepton. Note, that the first and second terms in
the cross sectiion formulae arise from an s-channel and
u-channel LQ-exchange, respectively.

A global analysis using data obtained from the use of
unpolarized and polarized electron and positron beams,
as well as unpolarized and polarized nuclear targets, can
allow for contraints on specific LQ states or combinations
of states. Such an analysis can also be perfomed in the
SMEFT framework [13,12,18]. In particular, the lepton
beam polarization can be used to distinguish between con-
tributions from left-handed and right-handed LQs. Com-
paring limits [20] obtained using a positron beam with
those obtained from an electron beam can also help un-
tangle contributions from F=0 and |F|=2 LQs due to the
di↵erent combinations of quark and anti-quark parton dis-
tribution functions (PDFs) that appear in the s- and u-
channels, as seen in Eqs.(4-7). Finally, the use of proton
vs deutron nuclear targets can distangle contributions of
the di↵erent electric charge states of the LQs correspond-
ing to coupling to up or down type quarks. Thus, the
positron beam studies can be complementary to CLFV
studies planned with an electron beam at the SOLID [17]
experiment at JLAB and at the proposed Electron-Ion
collider (EIC) [7,21].

[S. Chekanov et.al (ZEUS), A.Atkas et.al (H1)]

beyond-the-SM symmetry group. In addition to the interaction arising from eq. (2.3), there
can exist an anomalous magnetic moment coupling of the leptoquark to the photon, so the
full interaction Lagrangian is

L(vector)
LQ,γ = −ieQLQ

([

V†
µνV

ν − VµνV
ν†
]

Aµ − (1− κ) V †
µVνF

µν
)

(2.6)

where the leptoquark field strength tensor Vµν is given by

Vµν ≡ ∂µV ν − ∂νV µ (2.7)

and F µν is the usual photon field strength tensor. If the leptoquarks are gauge bosons (as
in the case of some SU(5) GUTs, e.g.), then κ = 0 and the resulting photon interaction is a
three-gauge-boson vertex, the result of spontaneous symmetry breaking of the higher gauge
group containing both the leptoquarks and the photons to U(1)EM . (Also, if the leptoquarks
are gauge bosons, eq. (2.3) is replaced by the appropriate kinetic term for the gauge bosons
of the larger symmetry group.) This question of the gauge nature of the vector leptoquarks
will have further implications for our analysis, particularly in the calculation of the τ → eγ
limits (see section IV). Finally, the electric charges of the scalar and vector leptoquarks
which appear in the photon interaction terms are easily determined from eq. (2.1) (also, see
Table 1 in [23]).

III. CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR e → τ

Electron to tau conversion in an e−p deep inelastic scattering process is the LFV(1,3) sig-
nal at the EIC which we consider in our analysis. In the BRW leptoquark parameterization,
such a process occurs via tree level partonic interactions. In e−p collisions, F = 0 type lepto-
quarks couple to antiquarks in the s-channel and quarks in the u-channel, while |F | = 2 type
leptoquarks couple to quarks in the s-channel and antiquarks in the u-channel (see fig. 1).
If the leptoquark mass is much larger than the center of mass energy, MLQ $

√
s, the

momentum dependence of the leptoquark propagator can be neglected, effectively shrinking
the partonic interaction to a four-fermion vertex. The cross section then depends only on
the ratio of the leptoquark couplings divided by the leptoquark mass. The total inclusive
cross section for e− + p → τ− + X with a single intermediate leptoquark is given (in the
limit of massless quarks and leptons) by [24]
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(3.1)

The functions f and g are defined in eq. (3.2).

f (y) =







1/2 (scalar)

2 (1− y)2 (vector)
, g (y) =







(1− y)2 /2 (scalar)

2 (vector)
(3.2)
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CLFV(1,3) in at EIC

• The EIC Comprehensive Chromodynamics Experiment (ECCE) 
detector concept was used to provide realistic detector simulations 
to project the EIC sensitivity to CLFV(1,3):

1

• SUSY (RPV)

• SU(5), SO(10) GUTS

• Left-Right symmetric models

• Randall-Sundrum Models

• LeptoQuarks

• ...
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• tau decay modes are classified into 1-prong and 3-prong modes:
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- Detector simulation


- Fun4All + ECCE configurations with different 
magnetic fields

kT

[EIC/ECCE Collaboration]

• No scattered electron detected
• High-pT tau-jet with three charged particles within a relatively small 
cone
• Displaced vertex from which three charged particles emerge
• High-pT hadronic jet recoiling against tau jet
• pT-imbalance due to undetected neutrino

 SM backgrounds:

• NC DIS, CC DIS, photoproduction
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[ECCE Collaboration]
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• LQGENEP used to generate signal events
• Djangoh and Pythia used to generate NC and CC DIS and photo 
production events, respectively 
• Generated events passed through ECCE GEANT4 detector simulation
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[EIC/ECCE Collaboration]

• LQGENEP [Bellagamba 2001] used to generate signal events
• Djangoh [Spiesberger 2001] and Pythia used to generate NC and CC 
DIS and photo production events, respectively 
•Generated events passed through ECCE GEANT4 detector simulation
• Charged pion tracking info is from simulated tracking and detector 
responses
• PID for charged pions is from generator level (i.e. perfect PID is 
assumed) 
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Figure 4: MC statistics of leptoquark (blue), DIS CC (red), DIS NC (magenta), and photoproduction (orange) events, as ten selection criteria are
progressively applied on 1 M input events for each channel. Please see text for details.

As a best-case scenario estimate of the sensitivity to the322
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these events passed all the selection cuts on our limited325

MC event sample. For a 5� (99.99994% confidence level)326

discovery criteria of S/
p

(B) � 5 (S being signal and B327

being background) and use B = 9 events from CC back-328

ground, we need S = 15 leptoquark events or a total of329

15 + 9 = 24 events to claim e ! ⌧ CLFV discovery. Al-330

ternatively, detection of less than 9 + 9 = 18 events will331

provide a 3� (99.7% C.L.) exclusion limit on the lepto-332

quark cross section, which would be 1.3 fb⇥3
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9 = 11.4 fb,333

0.54 fb⇥3
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9 = 5.0 fb, and 0.19 fb⇥3
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9 = 1.7 fb, for de-334

tection possibility of “3-prong only”, “3-prong + 1-prong335

with 50% e�ciency", and “all decay modes detected with336

same e�ciency as 3-prong”, respectively. The exclusion337

potential, expressed in terms of �1↵�3�/M2
LQ, are shown in338

Figs. 7 and 8 for scalar and vector leptoquark states, re-339

spectively. This is a preliminary estimate, and di�erent340

statistical methods and a larger MC event sample to bet-341

ter estimate NC DIS and photoproduction backgrounds342

could give rise to di�erent estimates.343

5. Summary344

We carried out the first projection analysis for charged345

lepton flavor violation in the e ! ⌧ transition channel,346

using EIC simulations with the ECCE detector configura-347

tion. More work needs to be done in the future alongside348

the development of ECCE into a project detector, such as349

using detector-based particle identification, study more ⌧350

decay modes, and carry out the background study with351

higher statisitics. Our current study, using the simulation352

and detector resources at hand, shows that the EIC will353

place a more stringent limit on e ! ⌧ CLFV mediated by354

leptoquarks than the previous HERA data. The very high355

vertex resolution of the ECCEdetector configuration plays356

a critical role in our study.357
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Figure 4: MC statistics of leptoquark (blue), DIS CC (red), DIS NC (magenta), and photoproduction (orange) events, as ten selection criteria are
progressively applied on 1 M input events for each channel. Please see text for details.
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MC event sample. For a 5� (99.99994% confidence level)326

discovery criteria of S/
p

(B) � 5 (S being signal and B327

being background) and use B = 9 events from CC back-328

ground, we need S = 15 leptoquark events or a total of329

15 + 9 = 24 events to claim e ! ⌧ CLFV discovery. Al-330

ternatively, detection of less than 9 + 9 = 18 events will331

provide a 3� (99.7% C.L.) exclusion limit on the lepto-332

quark cross section, which would be 1.3 fb⇥3
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with 50% e�ciency", and “all decay modes detected with336

same e�ciency as 3-prong”, respectively. The exclusion337

potential, expressed in terms of �1↵�3�/M2
LQ, are shown in338

Figs. 7 and 8 for scalar and vector leptoquark states, re-339

spectively. This is a preliminary estimate, and di�erent340

statistical methods and a larger MC event sample to bet-341

ter estimate NC DIS and photoproduction backgrounds342

could give rise to di�erent estimates.343

5. Summary344

We carried out the first projection analysis for charged345

lepton flavor violation in the e ! ⌧ transition channel,346

using EIC simulations with the ECCE detector configura-347

tion. More work needs to be done in the future alongside348

the development of ECCE into a project detector, such as349

using detector-based particle identification, study more ⌧350

decay modes, and carry out the background study with351

higher statisitics. Our current study, using the simulation352

and detector resources at hand, shows that the EIC will353

place a more stringent limit on e ! ⌧ CLFV mediated by354

leptoquarks than the previous HERA data. The very high355

vertex resolution of the ECCEdetector configuration plays356

a critical role in our study.357
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beyond-the-SM symmetry group. In addition to the interaction arising from eq. (2.3), there
can exist an anomalous magnetic moment coupling of the leptoquark to the photon, so the
full interaction Lagrangian is

L(vector)
LQ,γ = −ieQLQ

([

V†
µνV

ν − VµνV
ν†
]

Aµ − (1− κ) V †
µVνF

µν
)

(2.6)

where the leptoquark field strength tensor Vµν is given by

Vµν ≡ ∂µV ν − ∂νV µ (2.7)

and F µν is the usual photon field strength tensor. If the leptoquarks are gauge bosons (as
in the case of some SU(5) GUTs, e.g.), then κ = 0 and the resulting photon interaction is a
three-gauge-boson vertex, the result of spontaneous symmetry breaking of the higher gauge
group containing both the leptoquarks and the photons to U(1)EM . (Also, if the leptoquarks
are gauge bosons, eq. (2.3) is replaced by the appropriate kinetic term for the gauge bosons
of the larger symmetry group.) This question of the gauge nature of the vector leptoquarks
will have further implications for our analysis, particularly in the calculation of the τ → eγ
limits (see section IV). Finally, the electric charges of the scalar and vector leptoquarks
which appear in the photon interaction terms are easily determined from eq. (2.1) (also, see
Table 1 in [23]).

III. CROSS SECTION CALCULATIONS FOR e → τ

Electron to tau conversion in an e−p deep inelastic scattering process is the LFV(1,3) sig-
nal at the EIC which we consider in our analysis. In the BRW leptoquark parameterization,
such a process occurs via tree level partonic interactions. In e−p collisions, F = 0 type lepto-
quarks couple to antiquarks in the s-channel and quarks in the u-channel, while |F | = 2 type
leptoquarks couple to quarks in the s-channel and antiquarks in the u-channel (see fig. 1).
If the leptoquark mass is much larger than the center of mass energy, MLQ $

√
s, the

momentum dependence of the leptoquark propagator can be neglected, effectively shrinking
the partonic interaction to a four-fermion vertex. The cross section then depends only on
the ratio of the leptoquark couplings divided by the leptoquark mass. The total inclusive
cross section for e− + p → τ− + X with a single intermediate leptoquark is given (in the
limit of massless quarks and leptons) by [24]

σF=0 =
∑

α,β

s

32π

[

λ1αλ3β
M2

LQ

]2
{
∫

dxdy xqα (x, xs) f (y) +

∫

dxdy xqβ (x,−u) g (y)

}

,

σ|F |=2 =
∑

α,β

s

32π

[

λ1αλ3β
M2

LQ

]2
{
∫

dxdy xqα (x, xs) f (y) +

∫

dxdy xqβ (x,−u) g (y)

}

.

(3.1)

The functions f and g are defined in eq. (3.2).

f (y) =







1/2 (scalar)

2 (1− y)2 (vector)
, g (y) =







(1− y)2 /2 (scalar)

2 (vector)
(3.2)
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in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
ments. This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detec-
tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
L ⇠ 1036 - 1039 cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry
out measurements not only using high intensity unpo-
larized or polarized lepton beams, but also unpolarized
or polarized nuclear targets, which will be important for
distinguishing between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [20].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detec-
tor configurations [19], such as the J/ production,
Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or
the dedicated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scatter-
ing (DDVCS) configuration. For CLFV measurements
J/ and DDVCS setups will be preferable, since both
or them will be equipped with muon chambers. Fig. 3
shows the J/ setup with muon chambers. The CLFV
experimental program could run simuntatiously with the
other approved experiments, since it will not require any
additional hardware equipment. In the J/ configura-
tion, the SoLID spectrometer will be equipped with large-
angle and a forward-angle muon detectors. In addition,
high resolution Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) cham-
bers, Cherenkov detectors, and Calorimeters will help
muon momentum reconstruction and identification. The
expected muon detection e�ciency in this setup is about
70% for a single muon [21].

The SoLID experiment will have an acceptance in the
polar angle, ✓, in the range of 8o to 24o and 22o to 35o

for the SIDIS and PVDIS configurations, respectively,
and full-2⇡ acceptance in the azimuthal angle �. This is
typical for fixed target configurations where most of the
cross section lies in the forward region due to the overall
kinematic boost of the 11 GeV electron incident of the
stationary proton.

Muon backgrounds must be suppressed or under con-
trol in order to extract bounds on the e+ ! µ+ CLFV
process. Due to the compact size of the detector, the
typical decay length of pions is much bigger than the dis-
tance to the detector from their production vertex. The
survival probability of a pion at a distance L away from

FIG. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [21]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

CLFV(1,2) in DIS

• One can also search for CLFV(1,2) in the DIS process, which can probe different CLFV mechanisms and is complementary to 
the other low energy experiments.

e± + N → μ± + X

• There are already CLFV(1,2) limits from the  and ZEUS collaborations at HERA. For example, the  collaboration made 
searches for the settings:

H1 H1

s = 319 GeV
H1, e−p : ℒ = 166 pb−1

H1, e+p : ℒ = 245 pb−1

[S. Chekanov et.al (ZEUS), A.Atkas et.al (H1)]

[Furletova, SM]
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in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
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tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
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its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

CLFV(1,2) in DIS

e± + N → μ± + X

• One can also set limits on CLFV(1,2) at JLAB:

JLAB : ℒ = 1036−39 cm−2 s−1s = 4.5 GeV

• Even though the center of mass energy is very small compared to HERA, corresponding to a much lower mass reach, the 
much larger luminosity could allow for improvement over HERA by up to two orders of magnitude.

• Can complement searches at NA64 for  and  transitions.e − τ μ − τ
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Fig. 5 The cross section for e+N � µ+X with center of
mass energy

�
s = 4.5 GeV, via exchange of the F=0 scalar

LQ, SL
1/2, as a function of the ratio z defined in Eq. (10).

The cross section includes only the �12 contribution. z = 1
corresponds to evaluating the cross section at the HERA limit
�HERA
12 � 0.7 TeV�2. An integrated luminosity of L � 5 �

106fb�1 will allow sensitivity to cross sections as small as
� � 0.2 � 10�6 fb (horizontal dashed line). This translates
to an improvement over the HERA limit by a factor of about
100, corresponding to z � 0.01 (red dashed vertical line).

[19]. However, compared to the LHC evnironment, a
polarized lepton beam in the initial state allows better
control in isolating e↵ects from di↵erent types of LQs.
Furthermore, the CLFV studies at CEBAF will comple-
ment future studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
which will also search for e ! ⌧ CLFV transitions [3,
12,5]. In fact, due to its much larger luminosity, the
CEBAF bounds on CLFV transitions between the first
two lepton generations are still expected to be stronger
than at the EIC. Thus, in general, the CEBAF positron
program to explore CLFV processes can provide new in-
sights and be complementary to other searches across
a wide variety of experiments.

Conclusions

A polarized positron beam at CEBAF can play an im-
portant role in the search for charged lepton flavor vio-
lation, through a search for the process e+N ! µ+X, at
the intensity frontier. The polarization of the positron
beam can distinguish between di↵erent CLFV mecha-
nisms, such as left-handed vs. right-handed Leptoquarks.
It’s large luminosity allows for improving on HERA lim-
its by up to two orders of magnitude and complement-
ing CLFV searches in other experiments, including pro-
posed CLFV studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
via searches for eN ! ⌧X [3,12,5] .
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Fig. 5 The cross section for e+N � µ+X with center of
mass energy

�
s = 4.5 GeV, via exchange of the F=0 scalar

LQ, SL
1/2, as a function of the ratio z defined in Eq. (10).

The cross section includes only the �12 contribution. z = 1
corresponds to evaluating the cross section at the HERA limit
�HERA
12 � 0.7 TeV�2. An integrated luminosity of L � 5 �

106fb�1 will allow sensitivity to cross sections as small as
� � 0.2 � 10�6 fb (horizontal dashed line). This translates
to an improvement over the HERA limit by a factor of about
100, corresponding to z � 0.01 (red dashed vertical line).

[19]. However, compared to the LHC evnironment, a
polarized lepton beam in the initial state allows better
control in isolating e↵ects from di↵erent types of LQs.
Furthermore, the CLFV studies at CEBAF will comple-
ment future studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
which will also search for e ! ⌧ CLFV transitions [3,
12,5]. In fact, due to its much larger luminosity, the
CEBAF bounds on CLFV transitions between the first
two lepton generations are still expected to be stronger
than at the EIC. Thus, in general, the CEBAF positron
program to explore CLFV processes can provide new in-
sights and be complementary to other searches across
a wide variety of experiments.

Conclusions

A polarized positron beam at CEBAF can play an im-
portant role in the search for charged lepton flavor vio-
lation, through a search for the process e+N ! µ+X, at
the intensity frontier. The polarization of the positron
beam can distinguish between di↵erent CLFV mecha-
nisms, such as left-handed vs. right-handed Leptoquarks.
It’s large luminosity allows for improving on HERA lim-
its by up to two orders of magnitude and complement-
ing CLFV searches in other experiments, including pro-
posed CLFV studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC)
via searches for eN ! ⌧X [3,12,5] .
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Fig. 6. The positron beam polarization dependence of cross
section for e+N ! µ+X with center of mass energy

p
s = 4.5

GeV, via exchange of the F=0 scalar LQ, SL
1/2, as a function of

the ratio z defined in Eq. (9). The solid black line corresponds
to the cross section for an unpolarized positron beam (Pe = 0).
The gray band corresponds to the linear variation of the cross
section with beam polarization, as shown in Eq. (11). The size
of the band corresponds to a variation of the beam polarization
between [-80%,80%].

TeV�2. The gray band around the solid black line corre-
sponds to the variation of the cross section with polariza-
tion.

The CLFV studies at CEBAF will also complement
future studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) which
will also search for e ! ⌧ CLFV transitions [8,21,11].
In fact, due to its much larger luminosity, the CEBAF
bounds on CLFV transitions between the first two lepton
generations are still expected to be stronger than at the
EIC. Thus, in general, the CEBAF positron program to
explore CLFV processes can provide new insights and be
complementary to other searches across a wide variety of
experiments.

Conclusions

A polarized positron beam at CEBAF can play an impor-
tant role in the search for charged lepton flavor violation,
through a search for the process e+N ! µ+X, at the in-
tensity frontier. The polarization of the positron beam can
distinguish between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms, such as
left-handed vs. right-handed Leptoquarks. It’s large lu-
minosity allows for improving on HERA limits by two
or three orders of magnitude and complementing CLFV
searches in other experiments, including proposed CLFV
studies at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) via searches for
eN ! ⌧X [8,21,11] .
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8Julia Furletova

Leptoquarks at EIC

David South ICHEP 2012

● High luminosity (~100-1000 higher then HERA)
              HERA: L~1030-31cm-2s-1 (0.5 fb-1)
              EIC: L~1034cm-2s-1 (>50 fb-1)
● Electron and positron beam will probe different types of 

Leptoquarks
  -electron-proton collisions, mainly F=2 LQs prodused
  -positron-proton collisions, mainly F=0 LQs prodused

●  eD (deuterium) vs ep collisions
● LQs are chiral particles, gain in sensitivity due to polarised beams

Preliminary Estimate of CLFV Limits with a Positron Beam at JLAB

• Limits based on running for 5 years with instantaneous 
luminosity of .  For an integrated 
luminosity a factor of 10 smaller, there is still substantial 
room for improvement over HERA limits.

ℒ ∼ 1038 cm−2s−1

• Thus, JLAB could improve on HERA limits by two or 
three orders of magnitude: z ∼ [0.005 − 0.05]

• This estimate will be modified after taking into account 
acceptance and background effects.
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• The EIC is primarily a QCD machine.

• Such a program physics is facilitated by:

• high luminosity  
• wide kinematic range
• range of nuclear targets
• polarized beams
• Variety of observables

Conclusions

• However, the EIC can also constrain BSM and be complementary to LHC searches and constraints from 
other low energy experiments. In particular, it can play a significant and complementary role in the search 
for CLFV. A preliminary analysis was carried out by the ECCE collaboration.

• High luminosity of fixed target DIS can also provide significant and complementary constraints on CLFV.  This was 
explored in the context of a proposal for a positron beam at JLAB. 
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Experimental Considerations

e± + N → μ± + X
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
ments. This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detec-
tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
L ⇠ 1036 - 1039 cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry
out measurements not only using high intensity unpo-
larized or polarized lepton beams, but also unpolarized
or polarized nuclear targets, which will be important for
distinguishing between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [20].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detec-
tor configurations [19], such as the J/ production,
Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or
the dedicated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scatter-
ing (DDVCS) configuration. For CLFV measurements
J/ and DDVCS setups will be preferable, since both
or them will be equipped with muon chambers. Fig. 3
shows the J/ setup with muon chambers. The CLFV
experimental program could run simuntatiously with the
other approved experiments, since it will not require any
additional hardware equipment. In the J/ configura-
tion, the SoLID spectrometer will be equipped with large-
angle and a forward-angle muon detectors. In addition,
high resolution Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) cham-
bers, Cherenkov detectors, and Calorimeters will help
muon momentum reconstruction and identification. The
expected muon detection e�ciency in this setup is about
70% for a single muon [21].

The SoLID experiment will have an acceptance in the
polar angle, ✓, in the range of 8o to 24o and 22o to 35o

for the SIDIS and PVDIS configurations, respectively,
and full-2⇡ acceptance in the azimuthal angle �. This is
typical for fixed target configurations where most of the
cross section lies in the forward region due to the overall
kinematic boost of the 11 GeV electron incident of the
stationary proton.

Muon backgrounds must be suppressed or under con-
trol in order to extract bounds on the e+ ! µ+ CLFV
process. Due to the compact size of the detector, the
typical decay length of pions is much bigger than the dis-
tance to the detector from their production vertex. The
survival probability of a pion at a distance L away from

FIG. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [21]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

s = 4.5 GeV

ℒ = 1036−39 cm−2 s−1

• Required experimental capabilities:

-good muon detectors
-good charged particle tracking 
-good vertex resolution 



SoLID Experiment

2 Y. Furletova, S. Mantry: Probing charged lepton flavor violation with a positron beam at CEBAF (JLAB)

Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at JLAB in the DIS
process:

e+ + N ! µ+ + X. (1)

2 Charged Lepton Flavor Violation at CEBAF

A high intensity positron beam at the CEBAF at JLAB
can search for the CLFV process e+N ! µ+X. The 11
GeV polarized positron beam will impinge on a proton
target at rest, corresponding to a center of mass energy,p

s ⇠ 4.5 GeV. In spite of the relatively small center of
mass energy, the high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036�39 cm�2s�1,
will allow for significant improvement on existing limits
from HERA [4,16].
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

The experiment should be equipped with detectors,
which could provide a trigger for muons (for example,
muon chambers or a tagger after the hadron-absorber), as
well as a good tracker and, if possible, a vertex detector,
to minimize background from pion-decays. CLFV events
have a similar topology to DIS events where the scat-
tered electron is replaced by muon. The selection should
be based on events which do not have electrons in the final
state, but instead have a clear evidence of a muon track
pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [17] will meet the above requirements.
This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detector has been
proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program, and will be able
to handle the expected high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036 - 1039

cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry out measurements
not only using high intensity unpolarized or polarized lep-
ton beams, but also unpolarized or polarized nuclear tar-
gets, which will be important for distinguishing between
di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [25].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detector
configurations [17], such as the J/ production, Parity-
Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or the dedi-
cated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DDVCS)
configuration. For CLFV measurements J/ and DDVCS
setups will be preferable, since both or them will be equipped
with muon chambers. Fig. 3 shows the J/ setup with
muon chambers. The CLFV experimental program could
run simuntatiously with the other approved experiments,

since it will not require any additional hardware equip-
ment. In the J/ configuration, the SoLID spectrome-
ter will be equipped with large-angle and a forward-angle
muon detectors. In addition, high resolution Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier (GEM) chambers, Cherenkov detectors,
and Calorimeters will help muon momentum reconstruc-
tion and identification. The expected muon detection e�-
ciency in this setup is about 70% for a single muon [28].

Fig. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [28]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

3 Leptoquark Mediated CLFV

It becomes convenient to study CLFV in the Leptoquark
(LQ) scenario in which the CLFV DIS processes e± !
µ±+X can be mediated at tree-level. LQs are color triplet
bosons that mediate transitions between quarks and lep-
tons and carry both baryon number and lepton number.
As seen in Tables. 1 and 2, according to the Buchmüller,
Rückl and Wyler classification [14], there are 14 di↵erent
types of LQs characterized by their spin (scalar or vector),
fermion number F=3B+L (0 or ±2), chiral couplings to
leptons (left-handed or right-handed), SU(2)L represen-
tation (singlet, doublet, triplet), and U(1)Y hypercharge.

The SU(3)C⇥SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y invariant and renormal-
izable interactions are given by the Lagrangian for F = 0
and |F | = 2 LQs as follows:
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in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
ments. This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detec-
tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
L ⇠ 1036 - 1039 cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry
out measurements not only using high intensity unpo-
larized or polarized lepton beams, but also unpolarized
or polarized nuclear targets, which will be important for
distinguishing between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [20].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detec-
tor configurations [19], such as the J/ production,
Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or
the dedicated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scatter-
ing (DDVCS) configuration. For CLFV measurements
J/ and DDVCS setups will be preferable, since both
or them will be equipped with muon chambers. Fig. 3
shows the J/ setup with muon chambers. The CLFV
experimental program could run simuntatiously with the
other approved experiments, since it will not require any
additional hardware equipment. In the J/ configura-
tion, the SoLID spectrometer will be equipped with large-
angle and a forward-angle muon detectors. In addition,
high resolution Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) cham-
bers, Cherenkov detectors, and Calorimeters will help
muon momentum reconstruction and identification. The
expected muon detection e�ciency in this setup is about
70% for a single muon [21].

The SoLID experiment will have an acceptance in the
polar angle, ✓, in the range of 8o to 24o and 22o to 35o

for the SIDIS and PVDIS configurations, respectively,
and full-2⇡ acceptance in the azimuthal angle �. This is
typical for fixed target configurations where most of the
cross section lies in the forward region due to the overall
kinematic boost of the 11 GeV electron incident of the
stationary proton.

Muon backgrounds must be suppressed or under con-
trol in order to extract bounds on the e+ ! µ+ CLFV
process. Due to the compact size of the detector, the
typical decay length of pions is much bigger than the dis-
tance to the detector from their production vertex. The
survival probability of a pion at a distance L away from

FIG. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [21]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

s = 4.5 GeV

ℒ = 1036−39 cm−2 s−1

• Polar angle acceptance:

SIDIS configuration : θ = [8∘,24∘]
PVDIS configuration : θ = [22∘,35∘]

• Azimuthal angle acceptance:
full-2π acceptance

Most of the cross section is in the forward region 
due to the kinematic boost of a 11 GeV lepton 
beam.
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Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at JLAB in the DIS
process:

e+ + N ! µ+ + X. (1)

2 Charged Lepton Flavor Violation at CEBAF

A high intensity positron beam at the CEBAF at JLAB
can search for the CLFV process e+N ! µ+X. The 11
GeV polarized positron beam will impinge on a proton
target at rest, corresponding to a center of mass energy,p

s ⇠ 4.5 GeV. In spite of the relatively small center of
mass energy, the high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036�39 cm�2s�1,
will allow for significant improvement on existing limits
from HERA [4,16].
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

The experiment should be equipped with detectors,
which could provide a trigger for muons (for example,
muon chambers or a tagger after the hadron-absorber), as
well as a good tracker and, if possible, a vertex detector,
to minimize background from pion-decays. CLFV events
have a similar topology to DIS events where the scat-
tered electron is replaced by muon. The selection should
be based on events which do not have electrons in the final
state, but instead have a clear evidence of a muon track
pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [17] will meet the above requirements.
This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detector has been
proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program, and will be able
to handle the expected high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036 - 1039

cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry out measurements
not only using high intensity unpolarized or polarized lep-
ton beams, but also unpolarized or polarized nuclear tar-
gets, which will be important for distinguishing between
di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [25].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detector
configurations [17], such as the J/ production, Parity-
Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or the dedi-
cated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DDVCS)
configuration. For CLFV measurements J/ and DDVCS
setups will be preferable, since both or them will be equipped
with muon chambers. Fig. 3 shows the J/ setup with
muon chambers. The CLFV experimental program could
run simuntatiously with the other approved experiments,

since it will not require any additional hardware equip-
ment. In the J/ configuration, the SoLID spectrome-
ter will be equipped with large-angle and a forward-angle
muon detectors. In addition, high resolution Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier (GEM) chambers, Cherenkov detectors,
and Calorimeters will help muon momentum reconstruc-
tion and identification. The expected muon detection e�-
ciency in this setup is about 70% for a single muon [28].

Fig. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [28]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

3 Leptoquark Mediated CLFV

It becomes convenient to study CLFV in the Leptoquark
(LQ) scenario in which the CLFV DIS processes e± !
µ±+X can be mediated at tree-level. LQs are color triplet
bosons that mediate transitions between quarks and lep-
tons and carry both baryon number and lepton number.
As seen in Tables. 1 and 2, according to the Buchmüller,
Rückl and Wyler classification [14], there are 14 di↵erent
types of LQs characterized by their spin (scalar or vector),
fermion number F=3B+L (0 or ±2), chiral couplings to
leptons (left-handed or right-handed), SU(2)L represen-
tation (singlet, doublet, triplet), and U(1)Y hypercharge.

The SU(3)C⇥SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y invariant and renormal-
izable interactions are given by the Lagrangian for F = 0
and |F | = 2 LQs as follows:
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
ments. This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detec-
tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
L ⇠ 1036 - 1039 cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry
out measurements not only using high intensity unpo-
larized or polarized lepton beams, but also unpolarized
or polarized nuclear targets, which will be important for
distinguishing between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [20].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detec-
tor configurations [19], such as the J/ production,
Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or
the dedicated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scatter-
ing (DDVCS) configuration. For CLFV measurements
J/ and DDVCS setups will be preferable, since both
or them will be equipped with muon chambers. Fig. 3
shows the J/ setup with muon chambers. The CLFV
experimental program could run simuntatiously with the
other approved experiments, since it will not require any
additional hardware equipment. In the J/ configura-
tion, the SoLID spectrometer will be equipped with large-
angle and a forward-angle muon detectors. In addition,
high resolution Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) cham-
bers, Cherenkov detectors, and Calorimeters will help
muon momentum reconstruction and identification. The
expected muon detection e�ciency in this setup is about
70% for a single muon [21].

The SoLID experiment will have an acceptance in the
polar angle, ✓, in the range of 8o to 24o and 22o to 35o

for the SIDIS and PVDIS configurations, respectively,
and full-2⇡ acceptance in the azimuthal angle �. This is
typical for fixed target configurations where most of the
cross section lies in the forward region due to the overall
kinematic boost of the 11 GeV electron incident of the
stationary proton.

Muon backgrounds must be suppressed or under con-
trol in order to extract bounds on the e+ ! µ+ CLFV
process. Due to the compact size of the detector, the
typical decay length of pions is much bigger than the dis-
tance to the detector from their production vertex. The
survival probability of a pion at a distance L away from

FIG. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [21]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

s = 4.5 GeV

ℒ = 1036−39 cm−2 s−1

• Muon Chambers:

The  and DDVCS configurations will be 
equipped with muon chambers

J/ψ



Muon Backgrounds
• The dominant background to the CLFV signal muon will come from decays of pions to muons:

• This background will be suppressed due to the compact size of of the SoLID detector,  so that the typical 
pion decay length is much bigger than the distance to the detector from their production vertex.

π+ → μ+νμ
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

in the final state, but instead have a clear evidence of a
muon track pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [19] will meet the above require-
ments. This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detec-
tor has been proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program,
and will be able to handle the expected high luminosity,
L ⇠ 1036 - 1039 cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry
out measurements not only using high intensity unpo-
larized or polarized lepton beams, but also unpolarized
or polarized nuclear targets, which will be important for
distinguishing between di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [20].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detec-
tor configurations [19], such as the J/ production,
Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or
the dedicated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scatter-
ing (DDVCS) configuration. For CLFV measurements
J/ and DDVCS setups will be preferable, since both
or them will be equipped with muon chambers. Fig. 3
shows the J/ setup with muon chambers. The CLFV
experimental program could run simuntatiously with the
other approved experiments, since it will not require any
additional hardware equipment. In the J/ configura-
tion, the SoLID spectrometer will be equipped with large-
angle and a forward-angle muon detectors. In addition,
high resolution Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) cham-
bers, Cherenkov detectors, and Calorimeters will help
muon momentum reconstruction and identification. The
expected muon detection e�ciency in this setup is about
70% for a single muon [21].

The SoLID experiment will have an acceptance in the
polar angle, ✓, in the range of 8o to 24o and 22o to 35o

for the SIDIS and PVDIS configurations, respectively,
and full-2⇡ acceptance in the azimuthal angle �. This is
typical for fixed target configurations where most of the
cross section lies in the forward region due to the overall
kinematic boost of the 11 GeV electron incident of the
stationary proton.

Muon backgrounds must be suppressed or under con-
trol in order to extract bounds on the e+ ! µ+ CLFV
process. Due to the compact size of the detector, the
typical decay length of pions is much bigger than the dis-
tance to the detector from their production vertex. The
survival probability of a pion at a distance L away from

FIG. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [21]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

its production vertex is given by [22]

P (L) = e�L/�⇡
D , �⇡D =

p⇡
m⇡c

c⌧, (2)

where �⇡D is pion decay length and ⌧ = 26 ns is the mean-
life of the pion in its rest frame. For example, at SoLID,
the pions will be produced with typical momenta, p⇡,
in the range of 1 GeV to 7 GeV [23]. This corresponds
to a range in the decay length of about 56m to 390m.
This range of decay lengths are to be compared with
the distance of 5m corresponding to the overall detector
dimensions combined with its promiximity to the pion
production vertex. This results in a pion survival prob-
ablity range between 91% and 99% at a distance of 5m
from the pion production vertex. Thus, the muon back-
ground from pion decays is highly suppressed at SoLID
compared to other fixed target experiments with large or
non-compact detectors.

In order to further suppress the muon background from
pion decays and or cosmic rays, it is important to have
high precision charged particle tracking. Such tracking
information will be used to recontruct the charged parti-
cle trajectories and their production vertices. This allow
for separating any signal muons produced at the CLFV
verter from the background muons coming from pion de-
cays. In addition, the low center of mass energy

p
s ⇠

4.5 GeV implies there will no muon backgrounds from the
decays of open charm or bottom mesons. However, there
can be muon backgrounds from the production of J/Psi,
via the strong interaction pair production of cc̄, which
can be easily rejected by tracking the resulting muon pair
back to the J/Psi decay vertex. The SoLID experiment
will have the capability for the needed charged particle
tracking to reject muon backgrounds. In particular, it
will have a tracking spatial resolution of 100 microns,
allowing for a precise reconstruction of the muon decay
vertices [23].

• Pions will be typically produced with momenta in the range:

1 GeV ≲ pπ ≲ 7 GeV
• Thus, the typical pion decay lengths will be in the range:

56 m ≲ λπ
D ≲ 390 m ≫ ∼ 5 m

(Pion decay length)
(Overall detector dimensions, 
combined with proximity to 
pion production vertex)• Correspondingly, the pion survival probability at the detector is:

pπ ∼ 1 GeV → 91 % survival probabilty
pπ ∼ 7 GeV → 99 % survival probabilty
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Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) at JLAB in the DIS
process:

e+ + N ! µ+ + X. (1)

2 Charged Lepton Flavor Violation at CEBAF

A high intensity positron beam at the CEBAF at JLAB
can search for the CLFV process e+N ! µ+X. The 11
GeV polarized positron beam will impinge on a proton
target at rest, corresponding to a center of mass energy,p

s ⇠ 4.5 GeV. In spite of the relatively small center of
mass energy, the high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036�39 cm�2s�1,
will allow for significant improvement on existing limits
from HERA [4,16].
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the CLFV DIS process e±N ! µ±X.

The experiment should be equipped with detectors,
which could provide a trigger for muons (for example,
muon chambers or a tagger after the hadron-absorber), as
well as a good tracker and, if possible, a vertex detector,
to minimize background from pion-decays. CLFV events
have a similar topology to DIS events where the scat-
tered electron is replaced by muon. The selection should
be based on events which do not have electrons in the final
state, but instead have a clear evidence of a muon track
pointing to the vertex.

The proposed SoLID spectrometer(Solenoidal Large
Intensity Detector) [17] will meet the above requirements.
This high-luminosity and high-acceptance detector has been
proposed for the JLAB 12 GeV program, and will be able
to handle the expected high luminosity, L ⇠ 1036 - 1039

cm�2s�1. In addition, SoLID can carry out measurements
not only using high intensity unpolarized or polarized lep-
ton beams, but also unpolarized or polarized nuclear tar-
gets, which will be important for distinguishing between
di↵erent CLFV mechanisms [25].

The SoLID experiment will run in di↵erent detector
configurations [17], such as the J/ production, Parity-
Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering (PVDIS), or the dedi-
cated Double Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DDVCS)
configuration. For CLFV measurements J/ and DDVCS
setups will be preferable, since both or them will be equipped
with muon chambers. Fig. 3 shows the J/ setup with
muon chambers. The CLFV experimental program could
run simuntatiously with the other approved experiments,

since it will not require any additional hardware equip-
ment. In the J/ configuration, the SoLID spectrome-
ter will be equipped with large-angle and a forward-angle
muon detectors. In addition, high resolution Gas Elec-
tron Multiplier (GEM) chambers, Cherenkov detectors,
and Calorimeters will help muon momentum reconstruc-
tion and identification. The expected muon detection e�-
ciency in this setup is about 70% for a single muon [28].

Fig. 3. The SoLID J/ configuration with muon detec-
tors [28]. Other sub-detectors are labeled.

3 Leptoquark Mediated CLFV

It becomes convenient to study CLFV in the Leptoquark
(LQ) scenario in which the CLFV DIS processes e± !
µ±+X can be mediated at tree-level. LQs are color triplet
bosons that mediate transitions between quarks and lep-
tons and carry both baryon number and lepton number.
As seen in Tables. 1 and 2, according to the Buchmüller,
Rückl and Wyler classification [14], there are 14 di↵erent
types of LQs characterized by their spin (scalar or vector),
fermion number F=3B+L (0 or ±2), chiral couplings to
leptons (left-handed or right-handed), SU(2)L represen-
tation (singlet, doublet, triplet), and U(1)Y hypercharge.

The SU(3)C⇥SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y invariant and renormal-
izable interactions are given by the Lagrangian for F = 0
and |F | = 2 LQs as follows:
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• Charged particle tracking spatial resolution of 100 
microns, allowing for precise reconstruction of pion 
decay vertices to further suppress backgrounds.:

• Other backgrounds can arise from charmed meson 
decays or  decays. Once again tracking and vertex 
resolution capabilities can help suppress such 
backgrounds.

J/ψ

• Due to the small center of mass energy, , 
there are no backgrounds from B-meson decays.

s ∼ 4.5 GeV

More detailed simulation studies needed to estimate the impact of 
acceptance and backgrounds on CLFV limits. 


